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When WWhen Women Promen Praay : 10 Wy : 10 Women of the Bible Who Changed the Women of the Bible Who Changed the World Through Prorld Through Praayyerer by T. D. Jakes
Women today are shattering glass ceilings and forging new paths in the world. What Happens When a Woman Prays is a clarion call for
women to continue their progressive march of empowerment by dreaming like their daughters and praying like their
grandmothers. Through exploring the lives of 10 prayer-filled women of the Bible, Bishop Jakes emphasizes the life-changing power that
women have when they find their identity, their strength, their healing, and their voices in Christ.

His VHis Very Best : Jimmery Best : Jimmy Cartery Carter, A Life, A Life by Jonathan Alter
An intimate portrait of the 39th President draws on fresh archival material to trace Jimmy Carter’s improbable rise from a humble
peanut farmer and complex man of faith to an American President and Nobel Prize-winning humanitarian.

NalaNala's W's World : One Man, His Rescue Cat, and a Bikorld : One Man, His Rescue Cat, and a Bike Ride Around the Globee Ride Around the Globe by Dean Nicholson
The @1bike1world Instagram sensation shares the full story of his life-changing relationship with his rescue cat, Nala, and their inspiring
bicycle journeys through the refugee camps, remarkable terrains and animal shelters of the world.

WWee're Better Than This : My Fight for the F're Better Than This : My Fight for the Future of Our Democruture of Our Democracyacy by Elijah Cummings
A memoir by the late Congressman details how his experiences as a sharecroppers’ son in volatile South Baltimore shaped his life in
activism, explaining how government oversight can become a positive part of a just American collective.

RageRage by Bob Woodward
An unprecedented and intimate tour de force of original reporting on the Trump presidency from Bob Woodward.
Rage goes behind the scenes like never before, with stunning new details about early national security decisions and operations and
Trump’s moves as he faces a global pandemic, economic disaster and racial unrest.

Speaking for mSpeaking for myself : Faith, Fyself : Faith, Freedom, and the Fight of Our Livreedom, and the Fight of Our Lives Inside the Tes Inside the Trump White Houserump White House by
Sarah Huckabee Sanders
A portrait of the Trump Administration by the former White House Press Secretary examines the battle between the 45th President and
his critics, sharing related insights into her faith and experiences as a working mother.

Cooking for One : Scaled Recipes, No-WCooking for One : Scaled Recipes, No-Waste Solutions, and Time-Saaste Solutions, and Time-Saving Tipsving Tips by America's Test Kitchen
Provides simple recipes with flexible ingredient lists for 160 delicious and unfussy dishes to prepare in a single serving for people living
alone, including Glazed Meatloaf for One, Chicken Sausage Hash and Broiled Eggplant with Honey-Lemon Vinaigrette. Illustrations.

The Deepest South of All : TThe Deepest South of All : True Stories from Natchez, Mississippirue Stories from Natchez, Mississippi by Richard Grant
An engaging portrait of Natchez, Mississippi traces its rich cultural heritage and remarkable contradictions, sharing the stories of history-
shaping locals, from FBI informant and brothel madam Nellie Jackson to enslaved West African prince Abd al Rahman Ibrahima.
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The Daughters of YThe Daughters of Yalta : The Churchills, Roosealta : The Churchills, Roosevvelts, and Harrimans: A Story of Lelts, and Harrimans: A Story of Loovve and We and Warar by
Catherine Grace Katz
Reveals the story of the three intelligent and glamorous young women who accompanied their famous fathers to the Yalta Conference
with Stalin, and the fateful reverberations in the waning days of World War II.

Standoff : Race, PStandoff : Race, Policing, and a Deadly Assault That Captivated a Nationolicing, and a Deadly Assault That Captivated a Nation by Jamie Thompson
An award-winning journalist documents the July 2016 shooting outside El Centro College in Dallas, offering character portraits of its
first responders, negotiator, doctors and victims while examining how the tragedy reflects ongoing challenges in racial injustice and law
enforcement.

YYou Are Neou Are Nevver Alone : Ter Alone : Trust in the Mirrust in the Miracle of God's Presence and Pacle of God's Presence and Powerower by Max Lucado
The best-selling author of How Happiness Happens draws on the Gospel of John in an impassioned guide to finding biblical inspiration,
strength and comfort in the face of life’s more daunting challenges.

The Great Secret : The Classified WThe Great Secret : The Classified World World War II Disaster that Launched the War II Disaster that Launched the War on Cancerar on Cancer by Jennet
Conant
Traces how the 1943 Luftwaffe bombing of the Allied port of Bari and the ensuing military cover-up of a massive biotoxin spill led to
discoveries about the toxin’s impact on the body and the development of the first chemotherapy drug.

JFK : Coming of Age in the American CenturyJFK : Coming of Age in the American Century, 1917-1956, 1917-1956 by Fredrik Logevall
Beginning with the three generations of Kennedy men and women who transformed the clan from working-class Irish immigrants to

members of Boston's political elite, Volume One spans the first thirty-nine years of JFK's life, from sickly second son to restless Harvard
undergraduate and World War II hero, through his ascendance on Capitol Hill and, finally, his decision to run for president. In chronicling
Kennedy's extraordinary life and times, Logevall offers the clearest portrait we have of an iconic, yet still elusive, American president."

The InnoThe Innovation Delusion : How Our Obsession With the New Has Disrupted the Wvation Delusion : How Our Obsession With the New Has Disrupted the Work That Mattersork That Matters
MostMost by Lee Vinsel
For forty years, innovation has been the hottest buzzword in business. But what if the benefits of innovation have been exaggerated, and
our obsession with the new has distracted us from the work that matters most?
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